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Abstract
The shallow seismic reflection method plays an important role in helping to understand
engineering, mining and environmental problems. For high resolution at shallow depth.
choosing a seismic source to best meet the goals of the survey can be the most pivotal
decision. This research is to study the characteristics of various ponable and
enVironmentally friendly seismic sources by comparing them to the source character of a
shotgun source. The sources include two SIST (Swept Impact Seismic Technique) vibrators
and a hammer. Data were collected in 1999 near St. John's. Newfoundland. They were
compared with shotgun source in tenns of radiated frequency spectrum and energy levels in
an attempt to improve the resolving power.
Compared to the shotgun data. the 5IST vibrators provide lower frequency range but higher
frequency bandwidth. Their weaker energy limits the effective penetration depth for
imaging to 150 m. However, the SIST vibrator yields a higher resolution in stacked section
than the shotgun. Based on its overall perfonnance. the SIST vibrar:or shows a great deal of
potential to be a viable, environmentally friendly seismic source with high resolution
capability. This is especially suitable for environmental surveys. in which depths are usually
not more than 200 m.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Statement of Objective
Over the last two decades, the application of seismic reflection methods to engineering,
groundwater. mining. and environmental problems has become more and more popular
(Steer ct at, 1996; Steeples and Miller, 1990; Jongerious and Helbig, 1988; Pullan and
MacAulay. 1987). To obtain high seismic resolution wilb these applications. numerous
investigators have developed and applied a wide variety of shallow reflection seismic
sources, of which most could be classified as impulsive or vibratory sources.
Seismic methods have been applied to many types of engineering problems. such as
foundation testing, water table location, detection of abandoned mine shafts, and
detection of metallic objects. Foundation testing inc.ludes determination of the depth to
bedroc"" and the properties of rock encountered in construction projects. such as power
plants. dams, highways, subways and so on. The location of water is imponant for-
municipal engineering relating to WaIeI" supply, sewage disposal, irrigation, and drainage
problems.
Over past 50 yean, seismic exploration has been applied widely in environmental
problems, especially in the search for groundwater resources. In addition, by mapping
geological structure. seismic exploration has been used for other environmental issues.
such as the location of buried hazardous waste materials, landfiUs. safe sites for nuclear
waste disposal, dams and reservoirs. tunnels and road foundations.
Groundwater is an important part of the Earth's environment. and many environmental
problems are related to the location of groundwater and its protection from contamination
sources. In favorable noise conditions, reflection seismic profiling can yield specific
geological and hydrological information about possible aquifers. The presence or absence
of fluid in pores and fissures affects density and seismic velocity manifest through the
strength of reflections. Also, the degree of alteration varying with the narure and content
of contaminant present significantly changes the acoustic properties of many rocks. This
factor makes it possible for seismic methods to locate water-bearing Stnlctures, to map
regions where the interstitial fluid is liquid and to distinguish them from ones where the
pore fluid is gaseous.
The seismic reflection method is also used for coal exploration. in which the goal is to
locate the coal zones and determine their extent, Previous work (Greenhalgh and
Emerson, 1986, Spencer et aI., 1993) indicates that coal generally has markedly low
velocity and density compared with the surrounding rocks. Thus the interface between
coal and adjacent rocks makes an excellent reflector but can cause multiple and
transmission problems. On the other hand, the surrounding rocks with uniformly high
velocities can produce reflections of only low amplitude. Usually, coal seams may be less
than 2m thick and frequently contain Sleep dips and lateral heterogeneity. Due to these
properties of coal, high-resolution seismic reflection is necessary to resolve the thin coal
seams at several hundred-meter depths. Also, in conjunction with borehole data, high-
resolution seismic reflection can furnish continuous profiles and show whether the coal
seam is flat laying or dipping. Explosives have been the most common source for mineral
exploration. However, since explosives always generate significant ground roll that
reduces the resolution and have severe environmental impacl, non-explosive sources such
as hammer and vibroseis are increasingly employed. Besides reducing environmental
impacl, the repeatable cbaracteristics of these sources can allow source stacking to
suppress ground roll and therefore lead to improvements in signal-to-noise ratio.
1.2. Previous Work
There are many factors that affect the seismic energy source selection, including cost.
repeatability, spectral characteristics, convenience and efficiency, amount of energy and
safety. To assist in the selection of a shallow seismic source best meeting the goals within
the constraints of specific projects, the Engineering and Groundwater Comminee of
Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) conducted a field comparison of shallow
seismic sources in New Jersey (Miller et aI., 1986) and near Chino, California (Miller et
aI., 1992). The experiments involved 26 different sources or variation of sources for
testing. These can be classified as sledgehammer, explosives, weight drop, projectile
impacts, and various guns.
Two tests indicated the similarities in wave presence, recording energy, and spectral
characteristics. Besides reflection and refraction, the recorded signal also includes surface
wave (ground roll and air blast), instturnent noise, cultural noise, air coupled, and random
source echoes. Surface waves can be clearly identified on the near offset traces by their
high amplitude and long wavelength. The most noteworthy characteristic of the air blast
is its very high frequency wavelet. Instrument noise affects all traces equally while
culrural noise is generally observable on only a few traces near the noise source. The air
coupled, random source echoes appear as high-frequency chatter trailing the air blast on
near offset traces.
In the publisbed tests, the recorded energy varies by more than an order of magnirude,
both trace-ta-trace and source-ta-source. Among them, elastic wave generators (EWG)
produce the largest amplitude while a rifle shot at surface in a dry hole generates the
smallest. Figure I illustrates the comparison of relative total amplitude recotded from
various sources. The elastic wave generator requires continuous use of 4-cycle gasoline
engine to power its hydraulic lift mechanism; thus, its frequency spectrum contains high-
frequency engine noise. For the downhole shotgun, black powder loads generate almost
triple the total recordable amplitude of a lead slug. Lowering the muzzle of the rifle
below the ground surface not only increases the total seismic energy. but also decreases
the amount of the air-coupled wave. For downhole sources (i.e.• explosives. shotguns,
and rifles), water-stemming can reduce the air-coupled wave by as much as one third and
increase the seismic energy by almost double. For the cenain applications, the downhole
black powder capsule has become a popular alternative to high explosives. which yield
more than twice the recordable energy of black powder capsule but produce a higher
percentage of air-coupled waves to high frequency seismic energy.
Spectral characteristics in tenns of amplitude versus frequency are also compared. For
most records in the test, ground roll and seismic reflections are not the only arrivals on
the seismic traces. The spectrum fTOm the Fourier transfonn contains not only ground roll
and reflection frequency, but also air blast frequency. On the amplitude versus frequency
plots. the dominant frequency bands of both the ground roll and the reflection wave are
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Figure 1 Amplitude comparison from 23 SOIltteS and configuration of sources recorded with
aulog low..cut fillers out (open). (after l\1JIlCTet aI., 1992)
within the high amplitude maxima centered below about 400Hz and are easily compared.
The air blast's dominant frequencies are contained within the peaks at about 600Hz..
Beyond 600Hz, the majority of energy is either instrument noise or high frequency
chatter from air-coupled or randomly arriving echoes source.
The results of two comparison tests reveal the basic nature of various seismic sources.
The comparison indicates that the choice of a seismic source should be an important
factor for successful seismic surveys designed to obtain a bener understanding of the
geological structure and the fluid content of the near surface of the Earth. However. all
the data were obtained at panicular sites. thus different results may be expected under
different site conditions. With the extremely site-dependant nature of near surface
reflections, some specific seismic sources in a specific geological setting are expected to
generate more useful and higher quality seismic energy than others.
In a land survey, explosives and weight-drops are the most used impulsive seismic
sources. The use of the weight-drop is now very limited, but explosives are still used
often (Baeten and Ziolkowski, 1990). The explosive source, depending on its size as well
as the burn time, can generate relatively high frequency output. However, explosives also
have some disadvantages. First, they are destmctive, and they are prohibited in a densely
populated environment. Secondly, they may produce chemical residues that are harmful
to the environment, especially if they enter the groundwater. Thirdly, drilling a hole for
each shotpoint is costly. Finally, the frequency content of the radiated wave depends
heavily on the charge size. Although the bum time of the dynamite is very brief
compared with any time duration in seismic exploration, the high energy density of the
explosion produces a nonlinear zone around the explosion, and the size of this zone
determines the frequency content of the radiated waves. The bandlimited signal radiated
from the nonlinear zone cannot be measured directly because of its unknown sbape.
As a non-explosive seismic source, Vibroseis® (Vibroseismic Prospecting), which was
developed by Continental Oil Company in 1960's, has become very widespread in land
surveying. In the Vibroseis method, the input wave generated by the vibroseis source
persists for many seconds, and its frequency changes over the duration of the signal. By a
special choice of input signal frequencies, a "sweep" signal with varied frequency, and a
special data processing operation, Vibroseis can achieve good seismic character.
Vibroseis bas distinct advantages over dynamite. FIrst, because of the use of a long
sweep, the energy density of the Vibroseis pulse is much less than that of dynamite.
Therefore, desuuctive effects are much less severe. Secondly, drilling ShOl holes is no
longer needed. so that the cost and environmental damage is greatly reduced. Thirdly,
Vibroseis provides a direct means to measure and control the radiated signal. After data
processing, Vibroseis data looks like impulsive seismic data but without the unwanted
nonlinear and desuuctive effects. Therefore Vibroseis may have a higher signal/noise
ratio than that for explosive sources.
The Swept Impact Seismic Technique (SIST) has been developed for high resolution
seismic applications in recent years (Cosma et al., 1998). SIST combines both the
Vibroseis swept-frequency and the Mini-Sosie multi-impact ideas (Black, 1996). With
SIST, a low power impact source generates a series of seismic pulses, hence it relates to
Mini-8osie. On the other hand, a varying swept impact rate is used so that SIST is similar
to Vibroseis. Compared to Vibroseis. a finn coupling to the rock or ground is nOl as
critical with SIST (Cosma et aI., 1998). This is a clear advantage. In addition. the SIST
apparatus is simpler and more portable than Vibroseis.
The optimum seismic source selection leads to the generation of higher resolution seismic
imaging by considering a particular purpose, geological setting, and site and
environmental logistics.
1.3. Resolution Considerations
Seismic resolution defines the amount of detail in the acoustic property variations both in
vertical and horizontal directions that can be derived from seismic da!a. Vertical
resolution measures the ability to distinguish two horizontal interfaces as separate
reflectors. whereas horizontal resolution measures the ability to distinguish featureS at me
same depth but separated horizontally (Figure 2).
The resolution in the vertical direction is involved with the "resolvable (separable) limit".
Rayleigh (Jenkins and White, 1957) defined the resolvable limit as a quaner wavelength
(A/4). When the two reflectors are separated by Al4, the interference effects are
minimized. Widess (1973) provided a slightly less stringent criterion. in which the value
fOT resolvable limit is one eighth of the dominant wavelength OJ8). There are still other
definitions, but all of them generally fall within this range.
The importance of the resolvable limit in sttatigrapbjc interpretation becomes evident fOT
calculating the thickness that corresponds to a quarter wavelength. When a wavelet with
dominant frequency f travels to a reflector with velocity v, its wavelength A is simply vlf.
so the minimum resolving limit (A/4) should be v/(4f). Genen.lly, the velocity in
shallow layers is almost constant and cannot be controlled.. Thus, increasing frequency is
the only means to sharpen the wavelet and increase the resolution.
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The horizontal resolution on unmigrated seismic data is usually described in terms of the
Fresnel zone, although some other factors such as signal/ooise ratio, spatial sampling and
lhfee..dimensional effectS also contnbute. The fIrSt Fresnel zone is the area on a n:flccring
(b)
Object A ObjectB
Figure 2 Seismic resolution. (a) Vertical and (b) Horizontal
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surface. from which reflected energy aniving at a detector bas a phase difference of no
more than 180". 1bis energy interference is more or less consttuetive; hence, the Fresnel
zone is often taken as limiting horizontal resolution on unmlgrated seismic da1a...
However, in a migrated section, the Fresnel zone dimensions effectively shrink so that
the Fresnel zone size is no longer used as a criterion for horizontal resolution. because
migration is believed to collapse the Fresnel zone. After migration and deconvolution, the
resolution is determined by the temporal bandwidth, the sub-surface. velocity, lUld the dip
distribution.
Ex.tremely sharp input wavelets will generate high seismic resolution. However, actual
seismic wavelets always involve a limited range of frequencies and hence have
appreciable temporal breadth. Therefore, the most practical method to increase seismic
resolution is to increase the dominant frequency of the source. On the other hlUld, a key
point thal needs to be considered for seismic source selection is the tradeoff between the
maximum resolution and depth of penetration. A high mquency input wave may
genenue high resolution. however, when it travels in the earth, its energy altenuates
quicldyand the ancnua1i.on limits the penetration. Conttarily, a larger power source has
more energy lUld better penetration. !;)ut me energy is concentnted in lower frequencies.
therefore the resolution is decreased..
u
1.4. Outline of the Research
This research will compare impulsive and vibratory sources that are portable and
applicable for near surface high-resolution seismic studies. Particular emphasis will be on
comparing the radiated frequency spectrum and energy levels for the source in an attempt
to improve the resolving power.
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Chapter 2. Theory and Techniques for High
Resolution Seismology
2.1. Fundamentals of Shallow Seismic Reflection
Among geophysical methods, seismic reflection is the most sensitive [0 mechanical
properties of earth materials. The method bas been used increasingly since the 1980's in
application to the shallow subsurface. Because all the engineering and environmental
tasks described in Chapter I exist in me near-surface, the seismic reflection method is an
excellent choice to achieve high resolution in this domain.
Modem work using shallow seismic reflections by Schepers (1975) resulted in excellent
data, but did little to encourage widespread use of the method (Sheriff and Geldan.
1995). The work of Hunter and Pullan (Hunter et aI.• 1984; Pullan and Hunter, 1985,
1990) and Helbig et aI. (1985) was instrumental in establishing the shallow seismic
reflection procedure. In particular. the optimum window-common offset technique
(Hunter et aJ., 1984) has been widely used, in which the nearest geophone is located
beyond the zone of ground roll so that the reflector is observed with minimum
interference.
2.1.1. The Seismic Wave Equation and Propagation
External force causes elastic solids to undergo two types of defonnation: compression
and shear. According [0 the theory of the elasticity and the basic principles of dynamics,
,.
these deformations give rise to two independent wave propagation mechanisms:
compressional waves (p-waves) and shear waves (S-waves). The wave equation can be
derived from Newton's second law of motion, that an unbalanced force on a mass
produces acceleration. The wave equation can be elCpressed in vector as well as the more
conventional scalar notation.
•....•......•...•......(2.1)
here .d is dilatational potential (Eu+£yy+£n) and e (8K , 8 y, 8.) is rotational vector
potential.
The first equation corresponds to the propagation of a compressional wave at velocity
v = ~A. + 2/1
, P
and the second one corresponds to the propagation of a shear wave at velocity
v = fL
. "'VI'
VI' and V. above indicate that the shear wave velocity is always less man the
compressional velocity, and shear waves do not propagate in a liquid medium with the
zero rigidity modulus.
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The passage of the seismic wave sets the subsurface panicles in motion. The surface on
which the panicle movements are in phase is calIed the wavefTont. In isotropic
homogeneous media, the wavefronts propagate along rays perpendicular to the
wavefront. While wavefronts have physical significance, they have no real existence.
Raypaths are ina-oduced for convenience and it is better to argue in terms of wavefTonts
in simple cases.
Huygen's Principle, which is useful in drawing successive positions of wavefronts, states
that every point on a wavefront can be regarded as a new point source of waves, and the
subsequent wavefronts are the envelopes of all the secondary wavefronts. Specifically,
given the location of a wavefront at a cenain time, the furore positions of the wavefronts
can be predicted by considering each point on the first wavefront as a new wave source.
When the wavefronts reach the subsurface interfaces, the energy is panly reflected and
panIy transmitted in accordance with the boundary conditions of elastic media. In
homogeneous fonnations, where the seismic velocities are constant, the seismic raypaths
are straight lines. When seismic rays pass from one homogeneous fonnation to another
one, the raypaths are bent according to Snell's Law (Equation 2.2 & Figure 3): the
reflected angle 9 1 is the same as incident angle 90 and transmitted angle 9z is larger or
smaller than incident one depending on whether the velocity in second media is larger or
smaller than that in the first.
,.
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Figure 3 Angular relationships between incident, ~ected and transmitted rays for different
wave types.
In the case of normal incidence (90=:0), the reflection amplitude coefficient R, the ratio of
reflected. relative amplitudes to the incident waves, can be expressed in the fonn:
R""~ whereZ;=pi'V; (2.3·1)
Zl+ZI
Similarly. the transmission amplitude coefficient T can be expressed as:
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T=~ (2.3-2)
The fractions of energy reflected and transmitted are given as ER and ET, which are also
called reflection and transmission energy coefficients respectively.
~ =(~)2 =~T2 (2.4)
lZ2+Z1 Zl
The equation (2.3) and (2.4) indicate that the reflection and transmission coefficients
(borh amplitude and energy) depend on the presence of acoustic contraSts in rhe
subsurface. These acoustic contraSts, governed by acoustic impedance Z, occur at
boundaries between geological layers, as well as at man-made boundaries such as tunnels
and mines. An acoustic impedance pYp exists for compressional waves, and pY$ for shear
waves. Thus, the acoustic impedance occurs as a variation either in density or seismic
velocity or both.
The simplest case of seismic reflection is a single layer over an infinitely thick half-space
(Figure 4a). Energy is radiated spherically away from the source of seismic waves. One
particular r3ypath originating at the source will convey energy to the subsurface layer,
and then return an echo to the surface where a geophone will detect it.
It is more common that several layers exist beneath the Earth's surface (Figure 4b).
According to Snell's law, the ray paths are not straight lines when they across
boundaries; instead. the velocity and density discontinuities between layers bend the rays.
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Figure 4 Sballow seismic reflectioD_ a) single layer case; b) multi-layer case
2.1.2. Data Acquisition and Instruments
Acquisition systems essentially comprise a geophone spread. a source pancrn, and digital
recording instruments.
2.1..2.l GeophoncS~
The spread indicates the relative locations oof the sources and the geophones or the centerS
of the geophooe groups that are used to record the reflected energy_ lbe geophone
locations are usually laid OUt in a straight lime in 2-D survey, and the spread types depend
on the locations of source. In 3. split spread. the source is at the center of a line of
regularly spaced geophones. A common asymmetrical spread is cnd-on, in which the
source is at one cnd of regularly spaced geophones. The cnd-cn a.mmgemenl also often
involves in·line offset of source (Figure 5).
-....-
...._-
Figure S Types ofreflcctioa spreads
When a seismic source is discharged at a given shot point, die reflected waves arc
detected at geophones arrayed in a line each side of the shot (Figure 6). There are several
points in the subsurface (equal to the number of geophones) that reflect seismic energy 10
the geophones. In the simple case of a suaigbt line spread (2~D). the point of reflection is
half-way between the source and the deleCting gcophone. The spacing between reflection
points on the interface is always half that of geopbooe spacing. Consequently. the tol&1
sub-surface coverage of an interface., the lCDgtb across all reflecting points. is exactly half
the total geopbooe spread length.
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Figure 6 Schematic view of seismic raypaths for multi-channel acquisition
For shallow low velocity layers, there is much noise in the reflection data. Usually, more
than one shot is used. Thus reflections arising from the same point on the interface will
be detected at different geophones (Figure 7). This common point of reflection is known
as the common midpoint (CMP) or common-depth point (COP). A CMP gather is a
grouping of all traces with the same midpoint location. while a COP gather is a grouping
of all those with same reflection point. CMP and COP gather is a useful technique for
combining traces to increase the signal/noise ratio.
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Reflector
Common Depth Point
Figure 7 Commoo-deptb.point (COP) and the common midpoint (CMP) concept
A COP gather is equivalent to a CMP gather only when the reflectors are horizontal and
velocity docs not vary horizontally. If the reflector in the subsurface dips, these two
gathers are no longer equivalent and only the term CMP gather is used. 1be power of the
CMP process is in the multiplicity of data that come from a particular subsurface
location. Since the noise is generally random in nature, making a CMP gathet and adding
the b'aCeS can reduce noise and enhance the reflection signal. TIle degree of multiplicity
of data from a particular location is known as "CMP fold". Theoretically, the signal-to-
noise (SIN) ratio of reflections is improved proponionally to the square roof. of the CMP
fold.
2.1.2.2. SoutO:
Selection of the mOSt appropriate seismic SOWt:e type for a particular survey is very
important. An ideal seismic source must produce a large enough signal into the ground to
ensure sufficient depth penetration and a high enougb resolution to image the subsurface.
There is a great number of different sources that can be used depending on the type of
target. AlI sources are generally classified as three types: I) impact. which includes
hammer, drop weight and accelerated weight; 2) impulsive, which includes dynamite,
airgun and shotgun; and 3) vibrator, includes vibroseis and vibrator plate (Reynolds,
1997).
As seismic waves propagate, part of lheir energy is converted into heat and energy is lost.
This reduction in the elastic energy of the wave is termed absorption. The energy
anenuation due to the absorption varies exponentially with the distance from the source.
In a solid medium, the absorption is directly proponional to frequency (AI-5adi, 1980).
Thus, the energy losses with distance are much greater at higher frequencies than at lower
frequencies. However, in a shallow reflection survey, higher frequency contents are
required to achieve high resolution. The goal of source selecting is finding bener ways to
increase higher frequency components when generating energy and to be sensitive to
detecting those higher frequencies rather than the lower ones.
From a practical standpoint, there are some differences between the sources for shallow
seismic reflection and those for standard reflection surveying, say in the petroleum
industry. Firstly, the amount of source energy required is often much less for shallow
reflection. Secondly, low cost is preferred since the number of sb.otpoints per kilometer is
often an order of magnitude greater for a shallow high resolution application. Thirdly,
portability and efficiency are required to &chieve the large amount of field work with
ease. Fourthly, repeatability is required to ensure that stacking records from multiple
input from the same energy source at the same shotpoint will enhance the reflection
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signal. Fmally, safety is an imponant factor to be considered to minimize any danger to
the environment and any local community.
2.l.2.3. Detector
Seismic energy arriving at the surface of the ground is detected by geophones. which
convert ground motion to an elccuical signal whose amplitude is proportional to the
amount of ground displacement. Performance characteristics of a geophone include its
natural frequency, sCDsitivity, coil resistance, damping and hannonic distortion.
One of the most important aspects of a geophone is its natunll frequency. This is the
fzequency for which the output of geophone has the greatest value. For high resolution
shallow surveys, the geophone is needed to detect high frequency with minimum
distortion in the outpUt signal. The first rule of thumb is to choose a receiver with a
natural frequency that is at least 10 percent of the highest frequency likely to be recorded
(Sharma, 1997); Le.• if the likely highest frequency is 500 Hz. then a 50 Hz geophone is
sufficient. Geophones with natural frequencies of 50 [0 100 Hz are recommended for
shallow reflection work (Bueger, 1992).
Geophones have a response peak at their natural frequency, which can cause ringing in
the data and an artificial peak in the spectrum of the recorded data. To counter this,
damping resistors are used to flatten this peak relative to the other response frequencies.
Usually, the damping resistors are installed at the factory. which makes it possible to
change the damping coefficient easily to meet different needs. Present generation digital
acquisition systems have higher sample rateS and larger data storage to record high
frequency signal successfully.
Also. geophone~ground coupling affects a geophone response at high frequencies. If this
coupling is not good enough. the motion of the geophone case does not faithfully follow
ground motion at high frequencies. To improve the geophone-ground coupling. a large
area of contacting with ground, by increasing the size of the spike or base plate of
geophone, is desired.
For large scale survey, more than one geophone may be connected together to form a
"group" of geophones. the output of which is summed and recorded in one channel. The
geophone group is designed to enhance the near-venical upward-travelling reflected
waves and minimize any horizontal coherent noise (Reynolds, 1997). If the individual
geophones in a group have a spacing equivalent to a half wavelength of coherent noise,
for example. the Rayleigh wave, the signals at alternate geophones will be out of phase
and will be cancelled by the summation of the outputs from the geophone group. A
geophone group can also h.elp to filter out some random noise and h.as a overall effect of
increasing both signal strength and signal/noise ratio (Reynolds, 1997). Because of the
small spacing between the geoph.ones in the group. the entire group is approximately
equivalent to a single geophone located at the center of the group.
2.1.2.4. Seismograph
The seismograph records the geophone output digitally by analog-to-digital converters. In
playback, through flltering. time shifting, compositing. and other operations. the data are
put into the desired form for processing and presentation after digital-to-analog
conversion. By using computer technology, the seismograph bas a significant recording
speed and storage capacity for handling multichannel seismic signal in real time. There
are numerous different recording system settings. In a high resolution shallow seismic
survey, a high frequency is needed to achieve high resolution. High frequency has a small
wavelength that requiIes the recording system to sample at a high rate to avoid high
ftequency component losses. In some cases, like vibroseis, long records (more than 10
seconds) are employed to enhance signal. Thus the ability to record long records is
imponant.
2.1.3. Data Processing
Data processing is applied to the seismic data to enhance the signaUnoise ratio, highlight
the geological features, and finally enable the geophysicist to interpret. Figure 8
illustrates a conventional data processing flowchan (after Yilmaz, 1987).
The multiplicity of seismic data gives rise to a variety of schemes to process the data and
proVide an image of the sub-surface. Generally, data processing for shallow seismic
reflection data is similar to that for conventional seismic reflection data.
However, shallow layers generally have low velocity that varies abruptly with horizontal
location. In addition, the reflections are often subtle and noisy. Thus, in contrast to
conventional processing, more attention must be paid to some pitfalls of shallow
reflection data processing. The primary pitfalls are spatial aliasing, removing of air-blast
noise. and refraction muting.
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Figure 8 A typical dam processing flowchan (After Yi.lmaz. 1987)
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2.13.1. Preprocessing
Field data ~ recorded in a multiplexed mode using a certain type of formaL
Demultiplexing consists of sepasating the individual seismic channels. reassembling the
series of samples corresponding to each geopbooe sequentially. Fmally. the proflle
number, shot number and receiver number etc. are written into data as 1leaders".
A gain recovery function is applied to com:ct for the ampliwde effects of wavefront
divergence. Automatic Gain Control (AGe) can adjust the signal amplitude to an
identical average value. An exponential gain function may be used to compensate for
ancnuation losses.
The most important step is field geometry setting, which. based on surveying
information, stores coordinates of shot and receiver locations for all traces on trace
headers. Many types of processing problems may arise from incorrectly setting up the
field geometry. Elevation statics are also applied in this stage to correct travel times to a
common da1u.m leveL
2.13.2. Deconvolution
Deconvolution is defmed as a process convolving with an inverse filter. By compressing
the effective source wavelet contained in the seismic tnee to a spike. deconvolution
extracts the reflectivity function from the seismic trace and thus improves the vertical
resolution (Sheriff and Geldan, 1995). Because both high frequency noise and signal are
boosted. the data often need fLhering with a wide band-pass filter after deconvolution.
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2.1.3.3. Remove Air-blast Noise and Ground Roll
Most seismic sources emit air-blast noise. Echoes from trees or other ohjects near the
source generate air-blast and air<oupled waves. which are easily recorded. Air-coupled
waves can cause enonnous problems on shallow reflection data, particularly in the first
30ms of the record. Usually. the ground-eoupled air wave arrives first. then the direct
wave (Steeples and Miller. 1990).
Airwaves practically show a dominant frequency Deat that of the lower band edge of the
low-eut fUtce (Steeples and Miller. 1998). Simple frequency filtering does little to
attenuate the airwaves within the frequency range of reflection energy. Thus, trace
muting, removal of part of traces, is preferred to remove airwaves. The air blast usually
contains some frequency components between 200 to 500 Hz, so that spatial aliasing
frequently occurs. Frequency-wave number fUtering (f-k ftltering) can be used to reduce
air blast, but caution is necessary to avoid enhancing air-coupled waves and degrading
reflection signals.
Ground roll, the surface wave, contributes lower frequency and high amplitude to
contaminate reflections. It also needs to be removed to recover the reflection data.
2.1.3.4. CMP Sorting
CMP sorting is transfomting all data from shot-receiver to midpoint-offset coordinates
and grouping those traces with the same midpoint location together (Figure 7). TIle CMP
technique uses redundant recording to improve the SIN ratio.
Given the total number of elementS in the recording system N:
z.
.. (2.5)
Where Ds is the soun::es per trace;
DC is the receivers per traces;
Dr is the offset coverage of the same subsurface point.
The signal arnplitude-to-rms noise ratio theoretically is improved by a factor of N ln.
This improvement factor is based on the assumptions that the reflection signal on traces
of a CMP gather is identical and the random noise is mutually uncorrelated from trace to
trace (Yi1maz, 1987).
2.1.3.5. Velocity Analysis
In addition to improVing the SIN ratio, multifold coverage with nonzero--offset recording
yields velocity information about the subsUIface. Velocity analysis is performed on
selected C}.{P gathers, and the result is a table of numbers as a function of velocity versus
two·way zero-offset travel time. These numbers represent some measure of signal
coherency along the hyperbolic trajectories, governed by velocity, offset and travel time.
These velocity functions are spatially interpolated between the analysis points across the
entire profile, so that each CMP gather is supplied a velocity function. In areas with
complex structure, the velocity spectrum often fails to provide accurate velocity picking.
Under this circumstance, the data are st.aeked with a range of CODstant velocities.
2.1.3.6. Normal Moveout (NMO) and Stacking
NMQ-ccrrection is applied to the data in order to yield zero-offset recordings. NMO
correction depends only on time, offset and RMS (Root Mean Square) velocity. The
arrival time of a seismic reflection event as a function of offset can be approximated by a
hyperbola. Figure 9 shows a hyperbolic curve obtained for each reflector. Curve t(x)is the
time/distance curve. and the time variation wid! respect to its ordinate at the origin is the
nonna! moveout (NMO).
x' 1
6t=t-t ft =V,,2;:;:;':- (2.6)
6t is the NMO correction, which is applied to t makes the timeldistance curve horizontal
(Figure 9b). After NMO correction. the offset effect has been removed from traveltimes;
however. NMO correction stretches the traces in a time-varying manner. and shifts their
frequency content toward the low end of the spectrum. Also. frequency distortion
increases at shallow times and large offset. To prevent the degradation. the stretch zone
should be deleted (muted) before stack.
Finally, a CMP stack is obtained by summing those traces over offset. The stacked traces
can now be presented in their correct position. each ar. the position of their common
reflection point to create a seismic section.
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Figure 9 CMP display (a) before and (b) after NMQ com:ction
2.1.3.7. MuteRefractionAtrival
Refracted arrivals should be muted from the data section during the early stage of
processing; however, separating shallow reflection from shallow refraction is a potential
pilfall Because reflected energy near the surface tends to cooWn frequency components
close to lhat of the early refracted arrivals on field files, it is difficult to separalC them by
means of frequency flltering. Furthe:nnore. because of their similar phase velocities,
wide-angle shallow reflection and shallow refraction may interfere with each other over a
large offset range. Consequently, f-k: filtering is ineffective to separate the shallow
reflections from shallow refractions.
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Even so. two indicators (Steeples and Miller. 1990) are useful for distinguishing them.
One is frequency inversion with depth. Under normal geological conditions. the
frequency of the reflections will decrease with depth because of aaenuaIion with
increasing travelpalh length. If the apparent frequency of the coherent events changes
from low at shon reflection times to high at longer times. it may be a sign of a shallow
refraction evenL "The other distinguishing feature is NMO correction. A reflection..ume
display will be tral'lsfonned from a hyperbola to a straight line during NMO, and typically
20-30% of the high frequencies will be lost by NMO stretch (MiUer, 1992). Refractions
are also stretched by a similar amount. but their linear arrivals at near offset do not
respond in-phase to hyperbolic time-distance moveout. Thus, in CMP slacking,
refractions don't stack as coherently as reflections, and the misalignment of individual
wavelets present may decrease their dominance in a stacked section.
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2..2. Factors Controlling Seismic Resolution
The resolution of seismic daIa is me ability to lC1l lhal more !.ban one f~ is
contributing to an observed effect (Sheriff. 1985). which is defIDed by the smallest.
fcannes lhat can be observed in bolh lbe vertical and borizonlal directions. Vertical
resolution concerns [be abilily to distinguish lhat more !.ban one reflecting interface is
contributing to an observed reflection. while the horizontal resolution concerns die ability
to distinguish features that are displaced horizontally with respect to each other.
Seismic resolution is controlled by many related factors, including frequency bandwidth
and velocities of seismic wave, the size of Fresnel zone, the spatial sampling and survey
depth. Each of these will be discussed below.
2.2.1. Wavesbape and Frequency
For vertical resolution, the "resolvable limit" is defined to quantify whether twO
reflectOrS ace resolvable oc not.. 1be most common definitions of resolvable limit are from
Rayleigh (Jenkins and White, 1957) and Wides.s (1913). Rayleigh's definition is a quarter
of the dominant wavelength JJ4 and Widess' is AJ8. Other definitions generally fall
within this range. Thus, the wavelength. tbet"eby the wavelet shape, affects the resolvable
limit greatly.
According to Fourier synthesis. a seismic wavelet can be thought of as resulting from the
superposition of many hannonic waves of different frequencies and amplitudes. Cosine
waves with zero phase shift will have maximum constructive interference at t=O, thus,
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producing the maximum. possible amplitude there. At other certain time, the wave will
add up to give smaller peak amplituclcs. However, the broader the band of frequencies
included, the farther one has to go from t=O for these to achieve appreciable constructive
interference. Higher frequency components in the bandwidth are necessary to produce a
sharp peak. Therefore, the desired waveshape is best achieved. with a sharp and narrow
zero-phase wavelet with minimal sidelobes to inteIfere with other events.
Figure 10 is an example to illustrate the effect of a wedge (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995).
Figure lOb shows a reflection from single interface (upper reflection) and the wedge
which velocity is intermediate between that above and below it (V»V1>V\ or
V3<Vz<V\). The waveshape clearly indicates more than one reflector when the wedge
thickness exceeds)./4 (l2ms). Figure lOC: shows the wedge with a velocity different from
that of the surrounding material (Vl""V];t:V:U. The waveshape is nearly constant below a
thiclcness of )./4. where the amplitude is at the maximum because of constructive in
interference. For wedge thiclcness less than )./4, the waveshape is the derivative of that
for a single interface.
Berlchout (1984) introduced the length L. of the wavelet as a measure for its resolving
power. To achieve this, the relative second-order moment of the time wavelet wet) is
used.
L2 = J(t-to)2 w 2(t)dt
t Jw 2 (t)dt
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Figln 10 Reflections illustrating vertical resolution. (Iitu Sberiffand Geldut. 1995)
Where to is the center of the wavelet:
t =Itw 2 (t)dt
o I w 2 (r)dr
Evaluation of Lt in the frequency domain results in:
........ (2.8)
IIWCf)1 2 [dlnfWCf)I)2+ d(~(f)+21tftO) df
L2 =_1_ df df ... (2.9)
r 4" 2 IIWCf)! df
Where W(f) and «f) are the amplitude and phase spectrum of the wavelet wet).
From equation (2.9), it is clear lhat a band limited wavelet W(fJ requires smoothing at the
lower and upper frequency limits. Without smoothing the steep amplitude changes in the
frequency domain result in an inferior wavelet. Berkout (l984) also defined a window
function as
froM + f roin
........ (2.10)
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The exponent y \<!O) is a smoothing parameter that controls the trade-off width of the
main lobe and the side-lobe attenuation. Large y results in a low side·lobe level and a
small y results in a small width of the main lobe. From the above equation, a high
frequency can sharpen and narrow the waveshape thereby achieving higher resolution.
2.2.2. Fresnel ZOne
The horizontal resolution is often quantified by the size of the first Fresnel zone.
According to Huygens' principle, all points on a wave front are sources of secondary
wave fronts; the reflection energy observed at a geopbone position does not come from a
single reflection point but a fairly large ZODe lhat contains all reflection points. This zone
is tenned the Fresnel zone (Figure 11), from which the two--way path length from source
to receiver is at most ').J4 longer than the "nominal path length". The intensity scattered
from points in the first Fresnel zone arrives less than half quaner period after the
"nominal" arrival, and thus the energy interferes more or less constructively. In Figure
ll(b), S is a source and a coincident detector. SPo is perpendicular to a reflecting plane,
and R[, ~ are such that the distance SP(\, SPl and SP2 differ by IJ4. Generally,
hn»R..»:t.
The snape and size of the Fresnel zone depends on the position of source and receiver,
the velocity contribution, wave length, and depth, dip, and curvature of the reflector. The
magnitude of the Fresnel zone can be as indicated in Figure 11a. In the Fresnel zone, the
area effectively contributing to a reflection is fairly large. The outer parts do IIOt
conttibute as much as the inner parts. Sometimes an "effective" Fresnel zone is used,
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whic::h is half the radi~ of the Fresnel zone defined above.. Figure lIe shows bow high
frequencyd~ the size of Fresnel. zone..
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Figure 11 The Fresnel zooe. (a) Dctenl:licing the dilllDeter of tbe first Fresnel zooe for coincidcnt
SOUICe lUId dctec;tor. (b) Showing thc scc:ond FremcL zooc. (c) Fresnel zonc size depeads on
!requencyorwllvdength.(aftcrSberiff,198S)
For Ihe simplest case wilh source and receiver coincident (zero offset), nomogeneous
medium, and a plane horizontal reflector at deplh z, the Fresnel zone is a circular disc
with the radius rF, as indicated in Figure 12,
z1+ ri =(l+~r - ri =¥-+£
rF =i.rzr
Surface
(2.lL)
Figure 12 Fresnel zone for zero-offset acquisition geometry
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2.2.3. Spatial Aliasing
Spatial aliasing OCCUIS when data are not sampled frequently enough in space. Similar to
the Nyquist frequency in time sampling. the Nyquist wave number. kW21t. is used in
spatial sampling (Sheriff and Geldan. 1995).
(2.12)
6x is the geophone spacing and !..N is the minimum wavelength detected without spatial
aliasing.
Equation (2.12) indicates thaI signals should be sampled at least twice per wavelength to
avoid spatial aliasing, or, in other words, aliasing occurs when the wavelength ').. of
energy is smaller than ~. For a survey with geophone spacing of 3 m. for example, the
minimum wavelength 'AN is 6m. If ').. is smaller than 6 m, then aliasing will occur.
Equation (2.12) also indicateS the aliasing is mainly controlled by offset. geophone
spacing and spatial sampling. The offset of the closest receiver determines the first
common depth point position in the subsUIface, so a different offset design could affect
which point in the subsurface is being imaged. Because the smaller common depth point
spacing can separate two closer featu.res and hence guarantee high horizontal resolution.
common depth point spacing. the distance between two nearest reflection points, is an
important factor to distinguish two features displaced horizontally. The common depth
point spacing is exactly half of the geophone spacing. Therefore, decreasing the
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geopbone spacing can shorten the common depth point spacing theR:by increasing the
horizontal resolution.
Among the tb:Iee factors. spatial sampling is the most imponant for controlling the
seismic resolution.. A seismic signal is a continuous time function. In digital recording,
the continuous seisntic signal is sampled at a fixed rate in time (sampling rate or
sampling interval). In order to reconstruct the seismic signal more exaetl.y. a smaller
sampling interval is required. If the sampling interval is not small enough. some details
corresponding to the high frequency component will lost. Generally, the highest
frequency that can be restored is l/(Ut). the Nyquist frequency.
If the signal is digitized at a coaner sampling rate. the amplitude spectrum would change.
and those frequencies above Nyquist are folded back into the amplitude spectrum of the
digital version of the signal. The discrete time series derived hom undenampling of a
continuous signal actually contains lhe contribution hom high frequency components. but
it appears as lower frequencies. This phenomenon is aliasing. The aliased ~uency f.
can be calculated by means of fr: I2mf,,-f. I. where f. is the folding frequency, f. is the
signal frequency. and m is an integer such thai f.,>f•.
Undersampling has two effects: (I) bandlimiting the spectrum of the continuous signal,
with the maximum frequency being the Nyquist. and (2) contamination of the digital
signal spectrum by high frequencies beyond the Nyquist, wRic:h may have been present in
the continuous signal. Nothing can be done about lhe flfSt problem. To keep the
recoverable frequency band from zero to the Nyquist frequency free from aliased
frequencies, a bigh-cut anti·aliasing filter is needed in the field before analog-to-digital
conversion. This fllter can eliminate those frequency components that would be aliased
during sampling. TypicaLly, the. bigh-cut anti-aliasing filter has a OJ.toff frequency that is
either~ or Y.! of the Nyquist frequency. This filter rolls off steeply so that thc. frequencies
above Nyquist are highly attenuated.
To help to avoid spatial alias.i.ng, Steeples and Miller (J998) put forward a few strategies:
(1) Moving the sbotpoint one·half geophone ioter"'u closer or further away from the
ge.ophone spread will have essentially no effect on the appearance of the reflector,
but will usually have a substantial effect 00 sp~al aliasing of ground roll.
(2) Reducing the geophone interval by a factor of two or three will improve the
coherency of a true reflector, and destroy the coherency of spatial alia.sed ground
roll.
(3) Geologic or geophysical infonnation from a sin, if available, can help determine
when the reflector is on the record and what its normal moveout should be.
(4) Energy reflected from shallow layers tends to have a frequency content close [0
that of lhe direct wave and the early refracted atrivals. When the observed
reflected frequencies are considerably lower tIIan those of the first arrivals, the
recorded events are likely to be caused by grouod roll ra1her than by reflectors.
2.2.4. Time-to-Depth Conversion
In data processing. after NMO correction and slaCkdng, the final seismic section is
presented as a time section. A time section may suffice to provide a general view of
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subsurface structure, and it may not be warranted to develop a depm section. However, in
the shallow subsurface, the velocities often vary with depth and may vary laterally,
hence, the time section is Dot enough to deduce the correct nature of reflectors and may
even result in an incorrect interpretation. In this situation, depth sections are always
necessary for interpretation. To achieve this time-lo-<!epm conversion, detailed
knowledge of velocity values is required both vertically and along the seismic line.
As an example, Figure 13 illustrates the value of depth sections compared to time
sections. Figure 13(a) is a schematic of several traces with well-defined reflection
arrivals. It appears mat the upper unit thickens to the right because the first reflection
arrives progressively later from left to right. In the same manner, the second unit appears
to min to the right and third one appears significantly deeper to the right. In fact, unit
boundaries are horizontal and unit thicknesses are constant across the entire section
(Figure 13(b)). The reason for the displacement of the reflections in time from left to
right on the time section is a variation in the velocities of the upper two units. Thus, a
depth section is important in shallow reflections for high qUality interpretation.
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2.3. The Approaches to High Resolution
This research will investigate means to achieve high seismic resolution by the following
approaches:
(1) Selecting a proper seismic energy source. Because little can be done about the
velocity, the effort will focus on increasing seismic wave frequency so as to increase
seismic resolution;
(2) In data acquisition. proper offset and geophone spacing will be considered carefully to
avoid spatial aliasing; and
(3) By careful data processing, this research will finally develop stacked sections to
preserve reflection infonnation for high quality interpretation.
..
Chapter 3. Data Acquisition and Processing
Techniques
The acquisition of seismic data always follows the same sequence: generation of a
seismic signal by a source, propagation of signal through the subsurface, and conversion
of the ground motion into an electric voltage by receivers. The prerequisite to all seismic
surveying is the careful selection of acquisition parameters. The acquisition settings can
affect the data quality greatly. In a high-resolution survey, it is essential to preserve high
frequencies to image shallow reflections. The frequency content is controlled by the
design parameters of the source and the receivers, as well as how they are deployed in lhe
field (Brouwer and Helbig, 1998). The first pan of this chapler will discuss in detail the
acquisition parameters for this research.
Once high quality data have been collected, it is essential to process the data so that the
high resolution character is maintained. For Vibroscis data, the processing is somewhat
different from conventional processing. The processing of conventional impulse source
data assumes the source is an approximation to a unit impulse. Vibroseis data must be
tr'ansfonned through processing from its inherent swept frequency fonn to that for an
impulse function. The second part of this chapter deals with the special problems of
transfomling the high resolution data collected for this research
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3.1. Data Acquisition
To compare the relative resolving power of different sources, three field tests were
carried out in 1999 near St. JoOO's, Newfoundland.
3.1.1. Location and Line Geometry
A preliminary field test (test I) was held in September 1999 at an open site on the
campus of Memorial University of Newfoundland. This test collected me data from a
hammer source and was primarily used to check the insuuments. The spread contains 25
single geophones at an interVal Sm.
In October, the other two different tests were carried out at a site approximately 10 ktn
north of St. John's. These twO tests were mainly for collecting data from SIST vibrator
sources and, for the sake of comparison, from an explosive source (shotgun). The spread
was set along a straight section of a seldom-used road (Figure 14). The first test spread
(test 2), consisting of 110 stations, was laid out on the shoulder of the roac1. Each
successive eight stations were connected to a RAM IT Module and then by digital
telemetry to the ARAM 24 recorder. The second test (test 3) used the first 120 stations of
test 2 except the geophones were moved perpendicular to the line into a ditch alongside
the shoulder of the road. It was hoped that better coupling would occur away from the
gravel of the sboulder.
..
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To try to avoid spatial aliasing, the geopbone spacing for both teSt 2 and test 3 was cut to
3 rn. In order to reduce the random noise, data were acquired for at least two sweeps aI:
the same shorpoinl.
The campus sire (test 1) and the shoulder of the road (test 2) both have surface gravel,
while in the ditch, the geophones were planted in fairly soft soil. which may result in a
lower frequency spectral conrent. There are no documented preVious surveys at either
site; thus geological infonnation is limited to regional geological mapping (see chapter
5).
3.1.2. Seismic Sources
The source selection is of critical imponance in a high resolution seismic survey. The
characteristic of an ideal energy source is lhat, first and foremost, it must impart
sufficient energy to provide reflections and refractions. The amplilUdes must be sufficient
to be detected and displayed reasonably well for interpretative purposes. Thus. not only
the total amount of energy impaned but also the shape of wavefonn and its spectral
content affect the seismic resolution.
The emphasis of lhis research is on near-surface seismic studies. and lhe particular focus
is on comparing impulsive and vibratory soun:es. Two SIST vibrators and a hammer
source are used in this research. All of them are portable, repealable, and capable of
achieving high frequencies. For comparative purposes, a shotgun was also employed for
data acquisition.
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3.1.2.1. HammerBlow
A hammer blow can be regarded as an accelerated weight drop, in which the operator
provides the acceleration. Due to [he limit of energy imparted, a hammer source is
usually used for very shallow investigations. Under good conditions, a hammer source
can detect an interface at a deptlt of50 m (Burger, 1992).
A 4-kg hammer was used in this research. In order to effectively transfer the energy to
tlte ground, tlte hammer was repeatedly struck against a base plate on the ground. The
recording time was as long as 21 seconds, during which about 10 hammer blows were
recorded. The long time recording enhanced tlte wavefonns by allowing summing for a
number of hammer impacts. Figure 15(a) illustrates ISs raw data
3.1.2.2. Mini Vibrator
Two hand-held electric demolition hammers Oarge and small vibrators),
(VIBROMETRIC, OY), were used as the main vibrator sources in this research. The
small one was used for part of [he shots in test 2, while tlte large one was used for [he rest
of tlte shots in test 2 and throughout teSt 3.
The large vibrator is a BOSCH Model GS9. It has a nominal power of 1800W and an
energy of 5OJ/impact at 30 impacts/second. In this research, [he impact rate is from 10 to
2S impacts per second The energy per impact at lower impact rates is about 213 of the
nominal value.
The small vibrator is a 1.SKW hammer tltat delivers 20 1 per impact, at a mean impact
rate of 2S/second. The signal frequency extends well beyond I KHz.
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With the SIST vibrator source, the amplitude of the pulse does not depend on the input
voltage and the impact frequency varies linearly with the voltage. By adjusting the
voltage as a function of time, these characteristics make the electromechanical source
computer<ontrollable, so that various impact frequency codes can be generated.
The specific technique used in this research is the Swept Impact Seismic Technique
(SlSn. 51ST combines the Vibroseis swept-frequency and the mini-Sosie multi-impact
concepts. With 51ST, a low power impact source generates a series of seismic impulses,
which is similar in concept to Mini-Sosie (Barbier, 1982). Figure ISb illustrates some of
the raw data from SIST. However, rather than a pseudo random coding of the impact rate,
a detenninistic, monotonously varying rate (i.e. a swept impact rate) is used. In this
sense, 51ST is similar to Vibroseis. Compared to Vibroseis, a compliant coupling to the
rock: or ground is not as criti~ in 51ST. Considering the fact that a compliant contact
over a wide band is difficult to achieve in alI conditions because of the diversity of the
experimental conditions encountered in a small-scale survey, SIST has a clear advantage
(Cosmaet aI., 1998).
Cosma has applied SIST in many areas and his research indicates that SIST could be a
viable solution for high~resolution, shallow seismic surveying both methodologically and
logistically (Cosma et aI., 1998, Cosma & Enescu, 1999). SIST is portable, easy to
operate, and does nOt have any adverse environmental impact.
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Figure 15 Raw data from <a) a hammer and (b) a vibrator source
S3
3.1.2.3. Shotgun
Explosives were the sole energy sources used in seismic exploration until the weight drop
was introduced in the 1950's (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). Explosives can produce both
high energy and high frequency in a burst because the high energy results from the high
speed of the detonation, rather than from the slow movement of a large mass. However,
explosives are not environmentally friendly and easy to use. Furthennore, due to their
destructive nature, they can introduce unpredictable nonlinear effects in the vicinity of
the source that tend to degrade the frequency spectrum. Explosives are not the emphasis
of this research. However, for comparison with the hammer and the vibrator sources, a
12-gauge shotgun, one kind of explosive source, was applied in test 2 and test 3. Figure
16 shows some raw data from the shotgun source.
Figure 16 Raw data from lZ-gauge shotgun energy source
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3.1.3. RecordingSystem
Mark Products L-4O high resolution geopbones are employed. The geopbone's natural
frequency range is 3040 Hz. As the natural frequency is at least 10 percent of the highest
frequency likely to be recorded, the L-4O can record seismic energy with frequencies up
to 400 Hz. The open circuit damping is 22.21f, which decreases ringing in the data and
flattens the resonance peak in the spectrum.
Thc recording system is a Gee-X Systems Ltd. ARAM24 seismic acquisition system,
which is used for both the single shot energy source (dynamite and hammer) and the
multishot and vibrator energy source. Figure 17 shows schematically the complete
acquisition system.
A personal computer (PC) genenttes the pilot signal, which is then amplified by a power
amplifier and fed to the vibrator. One geophone is set near the vibrator plate to record the
pilot uaee, which is used for cross-correlation of the raw geophone uaees. The recording
times are 21 S, 29 s and 15 s respectively for the three tests. with the sample rate set at 0.5
ms. The Low-eut filter setting is 3 Hz while the high-eut is 656 Hz. The receiver offsets
ranged from 1.5 m for the nearest geophone to 500 m for the longest..
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Figure 17 Ponablevibratorrecordingsystem
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3.2. Specific Processing Techniques
The purpose of dala processing is [0 improve the reflection signal/noise ratio and
geometrically arrange the seismic reflection infonnation, in such a way that geological
information can be easily extracted. Data processing is another important factor affecting
seismic resolution in a shallow survey; poor processing can degrade resolution. The
processing of shallow high resolution data can best be described in relation to standard
seismic processing willi some specific considerations.
For the data from the shotgun energy source. Uie processing procedure discussed in
section 2.1.3 is applied. For the data from hammer and vibrator sources. the same seismic
processing is still an appropriate approach after crosscorrelating the data. However, some
pitfalls and differences must be considered cautiously, which are highlighted below.
In order to compare data from all the tests, it is important [0 use the same procedures and
processing parameters on all data.
3.2.1. Processing Software
The VISTA for WindowsTlO IDI3D seismic data processing software was employed
Uuoughout this research.
3.2.2. Basic Principles of the Vibroseis Method
Because 51ST is a combination of Vibroseis swept-frequency and Mini-Sosie multi-
impact ideas. the processing procedure for Vibroseis is applicable.
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The Earth respc)[lse h(t) is theoretically an impulse response to primary reflectors only.
When a pilot signal set) is transmitted into the earth, it is convolved with the earth
response to form the geophonc input. Neglecting the geophone response itself this can be
thought of as the geophone output, yet).
. ..••........(3.1)
For a discrete series, convolution is defined as:
x(t) * yet) =~X(k)y(t-k) =~X(t-k)Y(k) (3.2)
Equation (3.2) indicates that the convolution is commutative, therefore
x(t)*y(t)=y(t)*x(t)
and [x(I)*y(t)]*z(t) = x(t)*[y(t)*Z(I)]
However, in our case, the pilot signal S(I) lasts much longer than the time interval
between reflectors. Thus, individual reflectors cannot be distinguished in the output. In
order [0 "compress" the signal into a relatively narrow wavelet or pulse to distinguish
reflectors clearly, the cross-COJTelation procedure Deeds [0 be applied.
r(t)=s([)$y(t) .
. .....•...... (3.3)
The cross-eorrelation function is a measure of the similarity between two data sets and is
expressed as
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=y".x..."=x...".y,, (3.4)
Hence, the cross-correlation can be perfonned by reversing the first data set and
convolving.
Now. by replacing y(t) in (3.3) by (3.1) and employing equation (3.4). the equation (3.3)
can be rewritten as
............(3.5)
Where aCt) is the aUiocorrelation of the pilot signal s(t).
According to equation (3.5), the "nonnal" seismic record can be obtained by cross-
correlating the pilot ttaee with the geophone output.
A key assumption is that the autocorrelation aCt) is a reasonable representation of a delta
function, which equals to zero everywhere except at zero-lag. In practice, the degree of
compliance with this condition will proVide a means of evaluating the data qUality.
Figure 18 shows a practical example of data from me SIST method. Figure 18(a) is me
recorded data (geopbone output). For a clelllef view, only 6000 ms out of 29000 IDS are
displayed. No processing has been done on the data so that just me zero-offset trace and
pilot trace (trace 122) have significant amplitude. A "Normal" seismic record (Figure
18(b» is obtained by correlating the pilot trace with all the other traces. The
aUlocorrelauon of me pilOl trace (Figure 18(c)) shows lhat more than 90 percenl of the
energy is concentrated at zero-lag.
Figure 18 Practical vibralor data. (a)SIST recorded dara, (b) correlated dara, and (c)
autocorrelation of pilot trace
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Figure 18 (continued) Practical vibrator data, (a)SIST recorded data, (b) correlated data,
and (c) autocorrelation ofpHol trace
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3.2.3. The "Best" Pilot Trace
The pilot trace is used to correlate the geophone output data to obtain the ''normal''
seismogram; thus, the selection of the pilot trace gRatly affects the quality of the
correlaled data. As illustrated in Figure 17, a series of impulse signals generated by the
computer controller cause the vibrator to strike the base plate. thereby creating a base
plate signal that is transmined to the earth.
Sallas (1984) has presented a detailed discussion of the construction of the ground force
signal, involving both the vibrator and the base plate (Figure 19). The equation governing
the motion of the base plate is
........ (3.6)
where 1Ilb is the mass of the base plate
Xb is the base plate acceleration
fit is the mass of the reaction mass
Xr is the reaction mass acceleration
Because it is closer to the actual signal propagating from the base plate into the earth, this
ground force signal has been suggested many times as a preferTed correlation signal
(Baeten and Ziolkowaki 1990).
In the field work, one geophone was set near the vibrator to record the ground force
signal (Figure 20). However. in test 3. the pilot trace from this geophone was clipped
making the correlation resuh of poor quality. Under this circumstance, as a replacement,
the trace from the nearest offset receiver station (approximately I m away) was used for
correlation. This trace is very similar to the base plate pilot trace and is an acceptable
proxy. The quality of correlared data is satisfactory by correlating the near trace with the
rest of the traces.
Ground Surface
Figure 19 Mechanical model of the vibrator actuator
Vibrator
Figuxe 20 Pilot trace selection
3.2.4. Elimination of Ghost Noise
Genenilly, non-linear effects cause the actual. base-plate signallhat differs from the signal
of the pilot signal. This diffcreoce ~ts in harmonic distortion in most vibrato!"
operations on land (Li, 1997). Wbcu me n:cordcd ground force signal correlates the
gcophone output data, the com:logram resembles a shot seismogram, as weU as
containing the correlation ghost noise produced by severe harmonic distortions in the
ground foTCC signal both at negative and positive correlation times.
In order to eliminate the harmonic distortion and thereby eliminate ghost noise, numerous
methods have been developed during the last thirty years. However, all existing methods
used to reduce harmonic distortion have been with limited success, largely because they
are difficult to implement and control (Martin. and Bacon, 1993). Recently, Li et at.
(t995) provided a new method known as the pure phase shift ftlter (PPSF), which can
easily be implcmenlCd.. Li (1997) put forward a deconvolution approach that uses
deconvolution to process uncorrelated data to reduce the barmonic distortion.
In this research, the correlated data from the above methods still contain much ghost
noise. To seck better results, Cosma (1999) suggested using deconvolution processing on
the pilot trace befon: conelation. This procedure shortens and de-scrambles the
transients. According to the Vibroscis theory, the Klaudcr wavelet with 8 narrow wave
shape and a wide bandwidth ensures bcncr-c:orre1atcd data. Figun: 21(8) shows the
autocorrelation of a pilot trace, which is obviously not an ideal Klauder wavelet. The data
correlated with the pilot trace presents poor quality with muclt noise (Figure 2I(c» .
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Figure 21 AUlocorrelation of (a) pilot trace and (b) Deconvolution of pilot trace. (c) Correlated
data for (a), (d) Correlated data for (b)
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Applying deconvolution on the pilot trace before correlation sharpens the wavelet and
broadens the frequency bandwidth. Figure 21(b) illustrates that more than 90% of the
energy is concentrated at zero lag of the autocorrelation. This procedure improves the
correlated data quality greatly in Figure 2Ied).
3.2.5. Deconvolution of Correlated Data
After cross-correlation, me seismogram contains lower frequency content and much
noise, which obscures the reflections. In order [0 recover the earth's reflectivity in the
seismic trace, deconvolution is desired.
Deconvolution is a process mat improves me temporal resolution of seismic data by
compressing me basic seismic wavelet (Yilmaz, 1987). The wavelet is the response of
seismic system to an impulse, which is theoretically the signal from a single perfect
reflector. The earth's impulse response is that recorded if me wavelet is a simple spik.e.
However, the wavelet practically combines the effects of the source signature, surface
reflections, the recording filter, and the geophone response. Thus, the impulse response
comprises primary reflections and all possible mUltiples and noise. Ideally. the
deconvolution will shorten the wavelet, flatten and broaden the spectrum to standardize
lhe wavelet from trace to trace. This will eliminate the multiples and noise and leave only
the earth's reflectiVity in the seismic trace.
Spiking deconvolution is employed in this research in order to achieve a zero-lag spike.
In the application, several parameters are specified.
..
Operator length. Usually, lhe longer the deconvolution operator, the more perfectJy the
deconvolution filter approximates lhe true inverse of the wavelet. Nevertheless, very long
operators may introduce artifacts. To choose the best operator, the autocorrelation of the
seismic trace is referenced. For lhe dala here, the wavelet autocorrelation should extend
to a lag of about 5Oms. Following Yilmaz (1987), several different operator lengths
around 50 IDS were tested and then 80 ms was selected as it yielded the best appearance
in the seismic record.
Pre..Whitening. There is always noise in lhe seismogram lhat is additive in bolh the time
and lhe frequency domain. Moreover, numerical noise is generated during the processing.
Pre-whitening is a process to add a small constant value to the wavelet spectrum at all
frequencies (white noise). This stabilizes the amplitude spectrum of the inverse wavelet
so it does not grow without bound at high and low frequencies. The values for pre-
whitening usually range from .01 to 1 percent (Yilmaz, 1987), and lhe typical value 1
percent is applied here.
Design Window. The seismic wavelet is not really constant in snape throughout lhe
trace. It actually loses high frequencies due to absorption and. geometrical spreading.
Thus, the autocorrelation function should be calculated. over a portion of ralher than the
whole trace. In practice, high resolution data requires the window to begin after lhe
refracted tint break and last 200 to 500 IDS (Nickerson, 1993). Because tile flI'S[ break
arrives at different times on different shot records, it is difficult to design the "gate"
accurately. Yilmaz's (1987) recommended tIlat the design window must be at least eight
.7
times of operator length. This research tested several design windows with around eight
times of the operator length (8Orns) and chose 500 ms that yielded the best result.
Figure 22 Shot gather and its specttum (a) before and (b) after spiking deconvolution
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After deconvolution, the seismic wavelet has been shonened and some noise and
multiples have been removed (Figure 22). Also, the spectrum has been flattened and
broadened greatly. However, th.is processing bas also generated some high frequency
noise. therefore bandpass filtering is required after deconvolution
3.2.6. Filtering
Besides the noise from the recording system. there still are other noises (i.e. Wind, ttafflc)
that mostly fall into a lower frequency range. In order to remove these and to enhance the
reflection signal, an Ormsby bandpass filter is applied to all traces. Because the main
concern ofthis research is on higher frequencies, the frequency parameters are set as
Low Truncation Freq: 40 Hz
Low Cut Freq; 60 Hz
High Cut Freq; 300 Hz
High Truncation Freq; 500 Hz
This setting not only removes the walk-away noise, but also removes the 60 Hz
contamination generated by the generator in the field test.
Air blast and ground roll are the main factors that obscure the genuine reflections. Both
of them are coherent linear noises with low frequency. The velocity of the air blast is
around 340 mfs and that of the ground roll is about 1500 mls. F-k filtering (wave number
filter) is a useful way [0 separate these noises from reflection energy then remove them
without hurting the reflections. Since the trace spacing on CMP gathers may be more
than twice of that on shot gathers, f-k filter on CMP gather may result in aliasing.
Therefore. this research applied an f-k"ftlter on the shot gathers rather than CMP gathers.
..
In the f-k fIller process, all the signal with velocities lower than 1700 mfs was rejected.
After f-k filtering. the ground roll was removed successfully. but the aliased air blast was
not (Figure 23). Fortunately. the depth of interest is just a few hundred meters; thus,
ex.cept for the traces near the source. the air blast bas no effect and can be ignored.
3.2.7. Shot Stacking
Four sets of data were collected at each shorpoint in test 2 and two sets in test 3. By
adding all the shots at the same shotpoint together. the random noise is reduced while the
coherent reflections are enhanced.
Theoretically, all shots at the same sbotpoint should be identical. However. in practice,
there are differences in the time domain because the receivers are difficult to trigger
accurately at the same time. Thus, shifting all shots identically in the time domain is
necessary before shot stacking. In order to detennine the precise time to be shifted, the
cross-corre1ation between each two shots was calculated. Cross-correlation represents the
coherence of the two shots and the position of the maximum peak in time axis determines
the optimum shift for stacking. Figure 24 illustrates that the signals are enhanced after
shot srecking, especially on the far offset.
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Figure 23 Shot gather before and after f-k filtering
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Figure 24 Shot stacking: shot 1601 and shot 1602 stacked as shot 160.
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3.3. Summary
For vibratory data., dcconvolving lhe pilot trace before correlation can narrow the wavelet
to zero lag to eliminate the ghost noise generated by correlation. Correlating all traces
with the deconvolved pilot trace can transform the long records into a preferable normal
shot gather. The funher deconvolution on correlated data improves the temporal
resolution greatly by flattening and broadening wavelet's spectrum. Filtering helps to
remove the unwanted noise (Le. air blast and ground roll) and shot stacking enhances the
coherent reflections by reducing the random noise.
As environmental conditions, recording parameters and processing parameters all affect
both the amplitude and frequency contents of the seismic signal. a valid source
comparison requires that acquisition and processing condition be held as constant as
possible.
In this research, three different tests were carried out with five sources. For direct
comparison, all aflhe trace data were processed identically by following the steps below:
AGC300ms
Spiking deconvolution
F-K filtering to remove air blast and ground roll
First arrival mute (direct wave and the noise generated by crosscorrelation)
Band-pass filtering (zero-phase Butterworth 4OI6013OO1500Hz)
After appling the above specific processing, the SIST records and the hammer source
records are transfonned to ''nonnaI'' shot gather seismograms (Figure 26 to Figure 29),
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which are now capable of being compared with the data of the shotgun source (Figure
25).
Figure 25 Shot gather of shotgun data after processing
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Figure 26 Shot gather of hammer data after processing
Figure 27 Shot gather of large vibrator source (29s) data after processing
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Figure 28 Shot gather of small vibrator source (29s) data after processing
Figure 29 Shot gather of large vibrator source (15s) data after processing
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis: Comparison of Sources
This chapter presents the processed data for several high resolution sources.
The pilot trace is an imponant consideration lhat affects the resolution. The ideal pilot
trace to achieve high resolution is onc whose aatocorrelation is a minimum phase
function, which equals to zero everywhere except at the zero-lag. The compliance with
this condition provides an effective means of evaluating the seismic resolution. The
nature of the pilot trace in terms of autocorrelation and amplitude spectrum is studied
first.
Seismic resolution also depends on the frequency content. High frequency sharpens and
narrows the wavcshape to increase seismic resolution. This chapter then studies the
frequency content by calculating the dominant frequency and bandwidth, from which the
maximum resolution limit and diameter of Fresnel zone is derived. As well the energy is
calculated relative to both offset and frequency.
Finally, vibratory sources are compared with the shotgun, both quantitatively and
graphically. Since lhe main focus of lhis research is limited to wilhin several hundred
meters of the surface, only the ponion of the trace from 0 IDS to 250 ms is processed.
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4.1. Pilot Signal Specification
The effect of cross-eorrelating is to replace each replica of the input signal with its
autocorrelation that has the same amplitude and polarity as the original spike of the earth
response (Geyer, 1970a). Therefore. the sharper the autocorrelation. of the pilot trace, the
higher the resolution. The characteristics of the autocom:lation signal depend on the
amplitude spectrum and duration of the pilot trace. As au essential determiner of seismic
resolution. the pilot trace characteristics for four sources will be discussed and compared
below.
H f1 and f2 represent low and high ftequency cUloffs respectively, the frequency range
can be quantified as
a=(fr-fl) (4.1)
The actual choice of the cutoff amplitude is somewhat subjective. A value of -20dB from
the peak is used for this study. Figure 30 is a diagram for picking f2 and fl·
The ratio of the cutoff frequencies is defined as RFf2l'f,
The bandwidth can be expressed in octaves as
J?!if=~ .
log2
. ....(4.2)
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Figure 30 Diagram for picking cutoff frequetJCJes
According to equation (4.1) and (4.2), Dot only the frequency range but also me
bandwidth affects the resolution. The frequency range detennines lhe sharpness of the
peak and the bandwidth determines the basic shape of lhe autocotTelation function
(Geyer. 1970b). Because a pilot signal with broad bandwidlh yields bener resolution than
one with Darrow bandwidth. the larger ROt the better the resolution. The average
frequency range and bandwidth for each source individually are calculated and listed in
Table 1.
As a double check on the pilot trace frequencies. lhe center peak-to-side lobe amplitude
ratio (AUAstJ is also computed and compared. The results are listed in Table I. Since the
amplitude of center peak represents lhe signal on the record wbile the amplitude of the
side lobes represents a signal-generated noise, AdAsL represents a theoretical intrinsic
signal-ta-noise ratio inherent in the specifications of the pilot trace. In this research, the
amplitude of the fust side lobes is AsL.
Table 1 Paramctercomparisonofthepilolsignal
Soon" DecoDvolutioD F~uItDCYr1lllge(R:l;) Bamhridtb MAs..
Octa••
Hammer NO 265 35-300 3.0 1.6
YES 475 (25-500 4.3 7.2
s. Vibrator(29s) NO 100 55-ISS 1.5 1.4
YES 357 (25-382 4.0 4.3
L. Vibrator(29s) NO 160 40-200 2.3 1.6
YES 392 23-41 4.2 6.1
L. Vibrator(15s) NO 164 36-200 2.5 1.6
YES 575 25-600 4.6 to.O
For the pilot signal without deconvolution, the hammer has the largest value for all three
parameters in Table 1. For the 51ST vibrators, the frequency range is relatively narrow
(100, 160, and 164Hz respectively); the largest bandwidth is just 2.5 OCtaves and the
ratios of AfYAsL are less than two. Obviously, these unsatisfactory pilot specifications
will result in poor qUality on the correlated data
Deconvolution broadens the frequency range and bandwidth, and increases the signal-
noise ratio greatly. The bandwidth for all sources is over 4.0 octaves with the largest at
4.6. and the ratios of AdAsL are increased greatly with the largest at to.
Figure 31 to Figure 38 display the four sources' typical autocorrelation and amplitude
spectrum of the pilot trace both with and without deconvolution. They obviously
illustrate that the autocorrelation without deconvolution is not a ideal Klauder wavelet.
Deconvolution de-scrambles the transients and thereby sharpens the autocorrelation and
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broadens the amplitude spectrum. The autocorrelation functions from all four soun::es are
minimum phase because most of their energy concentrates at zero-lag. The hammer
source has the least non-eausal effect, and the large vibrator (295) is bener than the other
two vibra1ors.
Among the four sources, the large Vlorator (15s) has the best frequency range and
bandwidth so as to yield the largest AdAsL ratio. The hanuner is the second best and then
the vibrators (29s) are next. The main focus of this research is on the pilot signals with
deconvolution processing, which is used as a true correlator in the data processing.
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Figure 31 ~ auto-colTelation of the pilot trace (Hammer SOlllCe)
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Figure 32 The amplitude spectrum of the pilot trace (Hammer source)
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Figure 33 The auot-<;omlation of the pilot ttaee (Small vibratOl", 2911)
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Figure 34 The amplitude spectrum of the pilot trae:e(SmalI vibrator, 295)
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Figure 36 The amplitude spectrum of the pilot b'ace (Large vibrator, 29s)
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Figure 37 The auto-correlation of the pilot ttaee (Large vibrator, ISs)
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Figure 38 The amplitude spectrum of the pilot trace (Large vibrator. 15s)
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4.2. Frequency Content
This section contains the actual calculations. The frequency spectnlm of individual traces
was calculated to allow comparison of lhe frequency characteristics. Because the
reflections are not clear making it possible to separate them from other seismic energy.
all the waves are used to calculate lhe spectra
Practically, lhe raw frequency spectra are too noisy to be compared properly; therefore a
five-poiot Hamming fLlter is used for smoothing before calculations.
........ (4.3)
Figure 39 shows an example of the spectnlm before and after smoothing (from the large
vibrator, 15s). The smoothed speenum clearly indicates the low cutoff frequency f l and
high cutoff frequency f2, which yields the dominant frequency by picking the midpoint
between f l and f2• f l and £2 are defined in this research to be the beginning and ending
frequency of plateau of the amplitude specnum. Also. the frequency range can be
determined easily by subtracting fl ' from f2' at an appropriate decibel cutoff (-20dB was
selected in this research).
To study the frequency characteristics with offset, offset sort processing was applied to
calculate average amplitude spectrum statistically at each offset. The dominant
frequencies. frequency ranges and bandwidth in OCtaves for all sources are listed in
Appendix A and illustrated in Figure 40. Figure 41 and Figure 42 respectively.
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Figure 39 An example of the speclnlm before and after Hamming filtering
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Figure 40 indicates that the shotgun has the highest dominant frequency. For the 51ST
vibrator sources, the large vibrator has a higher dominant ftequency than the small one.
Recording time also affects the frequency content because the frequency of the input
wave increases with time. The large vibrator with a 29s recording time bas a much higher
dominant frequency than the same vibrator with a ISs recording time; furthermore, even
the small vibrator with a 29s recording time has a higher dominant frequency than the
large one with a ISs recording time.
For near offsets «100m), the shotgun contains much higher frequencies, but all other
sources contain lower frequency content that changes irregularly since the air blast and
ground roll conttibute unevenly. On far offsets (>l00m), the frequencies for all sources
increase more or less and keep constant indiVidually except foc the small vibrator. Within
110 m, the hammer source's dominant frequency is higher than that of the 51ST vibrators
and even higher than that of shotgun after 6Om. Because its offset is limited to 110 m, the
hammer source is impossible to be compared with others for far offsets.
Figure 41 clearly shows that the frequency range has less dependence on offset. After an
offset of lSOm, they are constant with offset. Among them, the shotgun has the highest
bandwidth range at 400 Hz, large vibrators with 29s and ISs recording time have the
same value at 380 Hz, and small vibrator offers the lowest one at about 360 Hz. For the
same reasons discussed for the dominant frequency, the frequency ranges within near
offsets «100M) fluctuate and they are lower than those for far offsets. The hammer
source has the highest value at near offsets.
However, the frequency range alone does not control the frequency affect on resolution
properly. Instead, the frequency bandwidth in tenus of octaves provides a better
explanation. Figure 42 shows the bandwidlh with offset. in which the result is something
different from that of Figure 41. Large vibrators wilh both ISs and 29s have higher
bandwidth. while the shotgun has the lowest. After offsets of 250m, the bandwidth of all
sources tends to be the same at about 3.4 octaves. Table 2 lists the average dominant
frequency, frequency range and bandwidth for all sources.
Table 2 Average dominant ftequency, frequency range and bandwidth
3.4
3.3
3.8
3.5
3.5
(Hz) (Hz)
Shotgun 207 401
S. Vibrator (29s) 161 352
L. Vibrator (29s) 181 381
L. Vibrator (ISs) 131 364
Hammer 194 386
Dominant frequency Frequency range Frequency bandwidth
(octave)
From a resolution point of view, Widess (1973) defIned a layer to be "thin" when its
thickness was less than N'8, and the maximum resolution achievable may not be better
than )J4 in practice. Wavelength A. equals to v/f thereby the maximum resolution limit is
(v/f)/4. For horizontal resolution. an absolute limit is set by the width of the ftrst Fresnel
zone. The diameter of first Fresnel zone, 0, is related to the depth of reflector, z, and the
dominant wavelength A(Brouwer and Helbig, 1998).
..
D = .JJ:Z (4.4)
Approximately, the velocity v was picked on the data set as 5200 mls for test 2 and 3, and
4000mIs for test 1. Thus, the maximum resolution limit and diameter of ftrst Fresnel zone
can be calculated. easily and are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 The maxinmm resolution limit and the diameter of first Fresnel zone
Average dominant Maximum Resolution Diameter of first
Frequency (0 limit [(vIf)J4] Fresnel zone
(Hz) (m) (D::(Az)ln](m)
Shotgun 207 6.3 5.0z
Small Vibrator(29s) 161 8.0 5.7 z
Large Vibrator(29s) 181 7.2 5.3 z
Large Vibrator(15s) 131 9.9 6.3 z"~
Hammer (215) 19. 5.2 4.6 z
4.3. Energy Versus Offset
Energy level is another importult parameter to be compared. Usually, seismic energy
attenuates exponentially with distance because of absorption. To obtain an estimate of the
relative amounts of seismic elIergy with offset, relative energy was computed by
summing the squares of the amplitude coefficients. The amplitude coefficients are the
individual values depicting the amount of signal at particular frequencies.
Ideally, separating different waves and comparing energy from the identical wave is the
best way; however, the current da1a is not good enough to separate different waves
properly, thus all waves are inchaded to calculate the energy in this research. Similar to
the processing to assess frequency content, an offset sort was completed to get an average
energy at different offsets. The result is illustrated in Figure 43.
Energy attenuates exponentially within 100 m. The energy of the shotgun data is the
largest and the large vibrators (both 29s and ISs) have more energy than the small
vibrator. Obviously, the hammer bas lowest energy level, which is about one order lower
than that of all the other sources. Beyond 100m, the attenuation rar:e reduces greatly and
the difference in energy from all s-ources is slight.
The energy was calculated for particular frequencies by the square of the amplitude
coefficients at particular frequen.:ies. Since the traces within the offset less than 84m
contain air blast and ground roll that failed to be removed by f·k filtering, the energy
versus frequency is divided into two parts. One part contains air blast and ground roll
os
(offset<84M) and the other does not (84M<offset<360M). They are shown in Figure 44
and Figure 4S respectively.
The average relative energy within 84 m (Figure 44) is about three to four times greater
than that beyond 84 m (Figure 45). This is due to the geometrical spreading, and the
inclusion of the ground roll and the air blast energy. This result agrees with the soun:e
test in New Jersey and California (Miller et al, 1986). It is especially noted that the
shotgun contributes the largest energy level within 84 m while the large vibrator with ISs
recording time becomes me most powerful source beyond 84 m.
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Chapter S. Geological Interpretation
5.1. Geological Setting
The test site for both test 2 and test 3 is localed on the Avalon Peninsula, Newfoundland
along the Atlantic coast. The seismic array crosses most of the Middle Cove Member (Sa)
in the Mistaken Point Fonnation of the Conception group (See Figlm 14).
Previous detailed geological mapping at the test site bas not been done. but King's (1990)
work assesses the regional geological setting. The Conception Group occurs throughout
the Avalon Peninsula and is dominated by green to grey siliceous sedimentary rock. The
Group outcrops in a 12-km-wide belt between the coastal ranges. The Conception Group
is divided into five formations, two of which outcrop in the test site area are the Drook
Fonnation (unit 4) and the Mistaken Point Fonnation (unit 5).
Green, siliceous volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks of the Drook: Formation constirute
much of the Conception Group throughOUt Avalon Peninsula. The average thickness
throughOUt the Formation is 1500 m. The Mannings Hill Member (4d) has characteristic
white to yellow and green-weathering thick beds of siliceous sandstone that make lhe
Drook Formation distinctive.
"The Mistaken Point Formation corresponds to the upper part of the Torbay Slate. It is
composed of relatively less competent rocks lhan the underlying Drook Fonnation and
forms a structural zone characterized by open to tigbt folds. The stratigraphic thickness of
the fonnation ranges between 300 to 500 m. The Middle Cove Member (Sa) consistS of
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medium-bedded, graded, fossiliferous sandstone and intercalated variegated tuffs that are
present in the lower part of the Mistaken Point Fonnation. These rocks are well exposed
in a l-km-long coastal belt to the nOMb of Middle Cove. They are a very thick, red
tuffaceous mudstone-siltstone unit prominently exposed in steeply dipping beds. Red
mudstone and lithic ruff (up to 2 m thick) are interbedded with very fine grained
turbidites throUghOUl the unit. Variable amounts of lithic fragments occur in most beds
and are mainly rhyolite, rhyolite porphyry, ignimbrite and granophyre.
Figure 46 illustrates the composite stratigraphic section of both the Drook. Formation and
the Mistaken Point Formation.
King's (1990) regional mapping indicates an open fold (synform) in the Middle Cove
Member along the profile of the test 2 and test 3. The Middle Cove Member overlies the
Mannings Hill Member and it is this contact Ibat is imaged seismically. The lithologies of
the two members are similar and it is likely that it is the change in compelency between
the Mistaken Point Member and the Mannings Hill Member that gives rise to the
reflection.
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5.2. Interpretation
Figure 47 to Figure SO display the four CMP stacked profiles for comparison. in which
the vibrator lines are cut short to coincide with the length of the shotgun line.
At the west end (lower CMP number) of the shotgun stacked section (Figure 47), deeper
reflectors dominate and the signal is weak. The deepest reflector is located at about 140
IDS of two way time. After CMP location 40. four shallower events become prominent
with strong signal enhancement and have a similar dip to the east.
In the middle CMP locations afthe hammer section (Figure 48). two strong events appear
between 40ms and 60 IDS. At 20 IDS. a reflector crosses the entire profile with weak signal
on the middle CMP locations. Because the hammer data were collected at a different site,
it is impossible to compare its section with the other sections. It is presented solely to
illustrate the quality of the Slack to be expected.
Test 2 includes both large and small vibrators with 29s recording time. Because only
three shots for each vibrator are available, the fold is not enough to apply CMP stacking
well. Thus six shots from two vibral:or sources are used together to produce the CMP
stack (Figure 49). Lower CMP locations (1 to 60) yield both shallow and relatively deep
events while there are only shallow events on the middle CMP locations (60 to 100).
These are similar to that of shotgun except the events have higher frequencies and closer
events can be separated. After CMP 100, five strong events become clear between 20 IDS
lOS
and 60 Q1$. Uke the shotgun stacked section. reflectors are Il6l continuous across the
entire profile.
The daI.a of me leSt 3 also yields more events but fails lO show the events as clearly as feSl
2 (Figure SO). A possible reason for this may be the replacement of the pilOl: trace and the
irregular recording time delay on different shots. However, by eateful interpretation, the
events corresponding to those in lest 2 can still be distiDgu.isbed at almost same locations.
Figure 51 highlights the same event on both the test 2 and the test 3 stacked section. The
depth of the event is about 104 m at the center (CMP 70). Compared to the geological
structure under the seismic line (Figure 14b). the synform with dip of 20-25° could be
about 110 m deep at the center (Figure Sic). The 51ST data yield a clear event
corresponding to the base of me Middle Cove Member.
Obviously, the 51ST vibrator (295) line (Figure 49) has much better signal-to-noise ratio
and is higher resolution thaD the shotgun dara. Although the 51ST daI.a (155) fails to
achieve a high quality CMP stack profile, it still provides an improved image compared
to the shotgun and shows the potential for sballow high resolution surveying with the
5ISTtedJ.nique.
'06
Figure 47 Brute Stack for shotgun data
Figure 48 Brute stade for Hammer source dab
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Figure 50 Brute stac~ for the data of test 3 (I...arge vibrators, i5s)
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I (c) Geological structure after Figure 14b
Figure 51 Comparison of SIST stack and geological structure
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5.3. Penetration Depths and Limitation
The penetration depth depends on the energy level and frequency content of the source. A
larger energy source can achieve deeper penetration while a higher frequency leads to
reduced penetration but improved resolution.
The stacked sections indicate that the two-way penetration times are -lOOms, -6Oms and
-6Oms for shotgun. the 51ST vibrators and the hammer sources respectively. For the
velocities 5200m1s for the test 2-3 site and 4()(X)mIs for the test 1 site. the corresponding
penettation depths are -260m. -150m and -120m respectively.
The penetration depths in this research are not entirely satisfactory. The 12 gauge shotgun
used in this research provides small energy. This weak energy results in the shallow
penettation depth. Funhermore. the SIST vibrators generated much weaker energy than
shotgun, so as the reflections seldom appear on the clara set. The hanuner usually offers
the weakest energy. which yields the shallowest depth.
Referring to the unstacked data sets is helpful to consider this issue. Figure 25 to Figure
29 display the best shot gathers from each of the different sources. Reflections can be
seen at very shallow depths on the sh.otgun and the large vibrator (29s). The remaining
sources fail to provide clear reflections.
The most convincing conclusions arise from the site geological structure. Because the
Middle Cove Member (Sa) and the Mannings Hill Member (4d) have similar lithologies,
their impedance is not markedly different, so the boundary between them could not give
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rise to a strong reflection. In the 4d Member, the geological makeup is uniform and
seldom provides reflections. In addition, the depth of the base of 4d Member is inferred
to be more than 1000 m, which is too deep to be detected by any of these sources.
In addition to the geological suuctwe, data acquisition may be another cause of poor
reflections. In this research, the recording system failed to keep the recording delay time
identical for each shot due to triggering problems. Before processing, all shot gathers
needed to be shifted to a nominal 0 ms manually. Even though this was done
meticulously, it is still hard to decide the exact time to be shifted. A difference of even 2-
3 ms can destroy the stacking of a reflection.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
10 order to smdy the abillry of the VlOratory sources to achieve high resolution in near·
surface seismic imaging, this research compares three 51ST (Swept Impact Seismic
Technique) sources and a hammer source with a shotgun source: in terms of dominant
frequency, frequency bandwidth., energy leveL, CMP stack: and penetration depth_ Even
though the portable vibratory sources require more effort to achieve superb seismic
results, they offer good comparisons for parameter characteristics and interpretation.
Table 2 lists the average dominant frequency and bandwidth of all five sources. The
shotgun is the most broadband with a dominant frequency at 207 Hz; the hammer is the
second best with 194 Hz. For the three 51ST vibrators. the longer recording time
generates higher dominant frequencies than the shaner time. and the larger vibrator offers
higher dominant frequencies than the smaller one when their recording times are same.
Table 3 lists the maximum resolution limit and diameter of first Fresnel zone. wh.ich
indicates that the best ranking of soun:es in terms of resolution is a hammer. shotgun.
large 51ST vibraIoc(29s), small 51ST vibrator (295) and largeSIST vibr.u:or (ISs).
However. the 51ST vitntors have a higher frequency bandwidth than the shotgun. 1be
large 5IST vibrator (lSs) has the highest bandwidth of 3.8 octaves. The large 51ST
vibrator (29s) shares the next best wim me hammer at 3.5 OClaYeS, and me sbotgun has
the smallest bandwidth at 3.3 octaves.
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In the near offset «140m). the energy level of all sources attenuates exponentially with
offset. The shotgun generates the strongest energy that is much higher than that of the
51ST vibrators. Among the three 51ST vibrators, the strongest energy order is large (29s).
small (29s) and large (ISs). The hammer gives the weakest energy among the five
sources and its absolute value is about one order smaller than that of the large vibrator
(ISs). Beyond offset 140m, the energy attenuation rates become very slight and the
shotgun has almost same energy as 51ST vibrators. No hammer data is available in this
offset range.
Compared with lhe shotgun, lhe 51ST vibrator CMP stacked sections show higher
frequency. Higher frequency bandwidth makes the SIST vibrator capable of bener
detection of shallow events than the shotgun. On the other hand. the weaker energy limits
lhe SIST vibrator's penetration to about ISO m in depth. while lhe shotgun attains 260m.
In conclusion, based on their overall perfonnance. especially as evidenced in the stacked
section. the 51ST vibrator sources used in this research show a great deal of potential to
be viable energy sources for high resolution shallow surveys. Their penetration depth.
about ISO m. is deep enough for environmental applications. i.e. ground water. but
insufficient for mineral exploration. where a target depth of up to 500 m is expected.
Imaging to 500 m depth may be attainable by using multiple SIST sources concurrently.
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